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Dear Parent(s):
The Undergraduate Committee (UGC) of DA-IICT congratulates you on your ward’s admission to its
B.Tech. program, and welcomes you to the DA-IICT community.
As you must be aware, DA-IICT upholds the highest standards in engineering education, and expects
its students to excel in academics as well as in extra-curricular activities; and hopes that each student
will experience an overall development during his/her four years of stay here.
We believe that for the all-round development of students, they need support not only from their
institution and peers, but also a caring involvement (though not interference!) of their parents.
Most of the students will be away from their home for the first time. The nurture, warmth and
overseeing they have been used to at home needs to be continued, albeit from a distance. As far as
their academic performance is concerned, they need to be congratulated and felicitated by their
parents when they do well. They need to be gently encouraged when their performance is only
average. They need to be closely and constantly motivated, when they do poorly, or are in the danger
of being discontinued from the Institute.
DA-IICT follows a grading system. Every semester, a student is awarded a point out of 10 (which is
called SPI) based on his/her performance in the courses. The cumulative grade points (called CPI)
are computed across all semesters combined. DA-IICT does not give percentage marks. This may
often be confusing to the parents. Therefore, for your future reference, we provide you a table below,
indicating the broad performance parameters for various point ranges.
CPI (out of 10)
Above 9
Between 8 and 9
Between 6.5 and 8
Between 5 and 6.5
Between 4 and 5
Below 4

Remarks
Excellent
Very good
Above average
Below average – need to worry a little
Danger zone – must improve
Failing – will have to leave the Institute

Please also note that:
•

For graduating from DA-IICT, a student must have a CPI greater than 5.0.

•

Most companies that come for campus placements allow only students whose CPI is above 6.5
to appear for their placement process.

•

Parents are welcome to interact with Dean-Academic Programs (dean_ap@daiict.ac.in, 07930510584), Convenor-UGC (ug_convenor@daiict.ac.in, 079-30510563) and Dean-Students
(dean_students@daiict.ac.in, 079-30510649) in person or through phone/email about any
issues/queries related to their ward.

With sincere regards
Convenor – UGC

